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EDUCATION
Semitarget London, United Kingdom
BSc finance related Expected 2017

 Predicted: 1st class honours

XYZ X, Continental Europe
X Matura 2006 – 2014

 Achieved an overall average of 5 (highest mark)
 Higher Level Mathematics and English
 Standard Level History, Literature & Grammar and Geography

WORK & LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE
XYZ X, Continental Europe
Founder 2014 July – Present

 Bootstrapped the first online finance community for the UK at XYZ.co.uk
 Managing a team of 5: coordinating and proofing the work of content generation, social media 

management, marketing, programming, design, upcoming features and general tasks
 Reached a total of 485 members, unique daily visitors of 75 on average, more than 70 000 page views and

a revenue of £1 452 so far

X Bank X, Continental Europe
Sales & Trading Insight Week 2013 July

 Selected for their exclusive exploratory program as a result of winning the XYZ Student Investor 
Challenge

 Learned about the functions of the different trading desks and how the different parts of a bank interact 
with the capital markets

 Developed a desire to work in the fast-paced environment found on trading floors while seeing what a 
trader’s daily responsibilities look like

XYZ Student Investor Challenge, National Finals X, Continental Europe
Team Captain 2013 February

 Strengthened team skills and made quick decisive decisions while serving as captain, leading the group to
successfully win the competition (beating 350 teams)

 Presented and defended foreign exchange trading strategies to a panel of analysts and department heads 
from sponsoring firms

 Traded and tested various trading strategies on the foreign exchange markets using a demo account for 
three months, learning about risk management, investor psychology, and market structure

 Thrived under pressure and excelled in a series of timed finance-related tests and simulations in the 
qualification rounds

X National Bank Monetary Challenge, Regional Finals X, Continental Europe
Team Captain 2011 March

 Wrote and presented an essay on price stability to a panel of X National Bank economists and effectively 
communicated the arguments addressed in the essay

 Defended and debated various questions posed by the economists during a question and answer session
 Gained an understanding for the basics of monetary policy, central banking, capital markets, and 

macroeconomics

INTERESTS
Interests: Soccer, Web Development, Entrepreneurship, Online Marketing


